
A fundamental tenet of S+C, and one that is affirmed in scripture, is that
bodies, all bodies are good.
For those who join us electronically, stayed home for heat or covid,
good for you.

the influential 2Oth century theologian Karr Barth said:
'Take your Bible and take your newspaper, and read both. But interpret
newspapers from your Bible."

The two news stories that are the backdrop to our gathering today

the announcement of unmarked graves at government initiated church
run residential schools.
we cannot be silent about this because ours is a church that ran
residential schools and we will find burials on the grounds of Anglican
schools

And our current heat wave -behind it the reality of global climate
change

salal + cedar is a ministry that formed as part of a movement in the
church responding to the reality of climate change,

So we follow the news
And we read the bible

Exile
I understand you have been exploring the biblical theme of exile this
summer -reading Rilke, Mother Theresa, cheryl Bear, now and Rita
Wong's letter from the Fairy Creek

Exile in our faith ancestry refers to forced migration,
times when key individuals, leaders or elite groups of the Hebrew
people were forcibly removed often by conquest and invasion, from
land they thought that God had promised them.
Adam and Eve from Eden,
Abraham and Sarah
]oseph to Egypt\
Moses and Myriam. from Egypt
- .bhr. ., gr,4^ 6d{
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And two key aspects of the literature of Exile are:
Yearning for restoration
And trying to answer the question "where did we go wrong?,,

exile is fundamentally about a broken relationship with land --people
are no longer in the land

if today's sermon had a title it would be called:
Land and Water, Exile and Healing

Land
Land in the Hebrew bible almost has the status of a character

In the Pentatuch the first 5 books humans are created from soil and our
work is to serve the land
Land is a witness to and a partner in covenant
Plagues or signs of Egypt Land responds to injustice

In the Law, levitical codes -just as humans have a Sabbath so to does the
land

In the prophets
Extraction, Excess and exploitation
judgment and restoration are all mediated by the land

In the Psalms the Land and the qualities of beauty, power, and
interrelationship of its creatures are offered as ways to contemplate the
greatness and wonder of God

Hilary Marlow of the Earth Bible Project says that the Earth in scripture
functions as a prophet

Thinking about Exile and Land, most of us are here in the lower Fraser
watershed on Coast Salish Territory due to migration. The majority of us
did not experience a forced migration. But there are some resonances
with our headlines:
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one of the things that we often fail to talk about when we talk about
residential schools is the way that they pertained to land and
reconciliation
Many residential schools were also called industrial schools
The intention was to make Indigenous people into farmers and factory
workers changing the way they related to land
Residential schools were part of the broader program to divest
Indigenous communities of the land that they cared for and that had
cared for them for millennia
And they severed children's connection to and relationship to their own
land
The church was an instrument of Indigenous people's exile

Exile and the notion of Land as relational covenant partner are helpful
resources when we look at climate crisis

-our current state is one of Exile -with massive species extinction,
increasing incidence of extreme climate events, climate motivated
migration from famine and flood
-globally we are in a broken relationship with land we have not kept our
covenant of care

Gospel
and now, today's gospel

ok, now don't cheat, keep your bulletin closed and think, what does the
first verse say?

How many of you remembered the first verse as: ]esus crosses over in a
boat and he was by the sea?

Water is extremely important in the Gospel of Mark,

In planning this sermon I was going to try to shock you by saying that
after f esus and |ohn the Baptizer, water is the third most important
character in the Gospel of Mark.
But I did my homeworh and proved myself wrong.
fohn does not have nearly a big a role as water.
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In the gospel of Mark the nominee for best supporting actor is:
the sea of Galilee

Sea of Galilee is the Geographical focal point for the first half of the
gospel of Marh it is the centre around which f esus moves. Where he
calls his disciples, He travels Back and forth in boats, stills the storm,
walks on water, and as in today's reading he engages in powerful acts of
teaching and healing on the edge of the sea,

the so-called Sea of Galilee is in fact large, inland, fresh-water lake.
Who here has ridden the sea bus? Ok well the Sea of Galilee is a little
longer that the Burrard Inlet and about twice as wide at it's widest.

the gospel writer confers on this lake a powerful tradition from the
Hebrew Bible that our God is a Storm God
god hovers over the waters of creation
As in Psalms Sea is under God's control -Land has been ceded, gifted to
humans but God retains control over the sea (Elizabeth Struthers
Malbon)

While the Sea of Galilee is small it is in a steep valley, can have sudden
storms inc L2 ft swells
In Mark there are frequently matched stories that happen on either side
of the sea -a healing, on each side, a teaching, a feeding one on the
Jewish side, one on the Gentile side
And whenever the disciples are taken out of their cultural comfort zone
- to the Gentile side the sea is this stormy barrier that must be crossed

this is another moment of resonance between scripture and newspaper
-moving out of our own culture and comfort, moving out of privilege
and institutional racism, -moving into right relationship, it can feel like a
storm, can threaten and frighten us and we feel like we might capsize
but in reality we are not that far from the shore.

just before our gospel passage is a dramatic calming of the storm Jesus
exercises power over the sea -even the wind and the waves obey him (a
hard crossing for the disciples)
Followed by healing of the Geresene demoniac
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Healing
The healing of one who has many times been chained and restrained
Who is crying out in distress among the graves

Again a resonance with our current moment where Indigenous
communities are in deep distress and many have been retraumatized
about the announcement of the graves of children

The trip back across the water is our first verse and today's passage
follows.

two inextricable healing stories
with all kinds of comparison and contrast
Daughter -Daughter
t2 years, t2 years
crowds and crowds
laying hands

both "daughters" are fewish both female but extreme opposites in other
measures of social power
Daughter of the leader of the synagogue,
A woman ritually unclean and, bankrupted by profiteering doctors
Outsider and insider are literally Outside and inside
The woman actually breaks religious law to touch fesus and She claims
his healing power
While farius -the leader of the synagogue publically begs fesus for help

I want to highlight a few key points raised by rny friend fennifer Henry,
former director of KAIROS

Look at verse 33. The woman tells "the whole truth" and f esus listens
(Ched)
-ln Canada we are hearing the whole truth about residential schools
Globally we must listen to the whole truth of climate change and how it
has and continues to impact the most vulnerable communities.

Those with social power also need healing -but that is interrupted by
the healing of the person with less
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what does that healing look like?
Its to wake up, -to what is happening around us
stand up -for justice

[and don't forget to eat) -to attend to what nourishes us for the long
haul.

So a recap because that was a lot:
Land, Water, Exile and Healing

The biblical tradition of Exile offers us both yearning for restoration,
and a fierce commitment to asking what went wrong
Deep regard for Land and Water is part of, not alien to our tradition
And Healing
The healing of the marginalized must sometimes interuupt the healing of
those of us with privilege
Healing requires us to hear and speak the whole truth
We are agents and actors for healing
And as jesus said to the little girl -Wake up, Stand up (and -as we move
to the liturgy of the table -don't forget to eat, to take in what sustains us)
AMEN
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